Abstract-A new algorithm, varying dimensional particle swarm optimization (VD-PSO), is proposed for entities with varying-dimensional components and each component assumes continuous-valued parameters. Such problems are distinct from current benchmark problems where the dimension of the particles is fixed. One well-studied application of VD-PSO is probability density estimation by Gaussian Mixture Models. A particle in VD-PSO includes a discrete number as the number of components and a set of real-valued component parameters. The number of components varies according to a random scheme, which dictates how many sets of components remain or expand. The component parameters are matched up supporting a linked update. Three other methods, the last two of which are also proposed by us as intuitive attempts to solve the varying dimensional problems, are compared with VD-PSO: 1. binary-headered PSO, 2. exhaustive PSO, 3. discrete-headered PSO. Simulations on known data with specified components show that VD-PSO provides a competitive density estimation to the exhaustive PSO, but spends the least wall-clock-time among all algorithms, almost 12% of the exhaustive PSO, while the binary-headered PSO or discrete-headered PSO do not achieve similar performance, because the binary-headered PSO is adversely affected by the dummy parameters, and the discrete-headered PSO makes too many dimension variations before the parameters are well tuned. The new VD-PSO algorithm is a viable and efficient solution to varying dimensional optimization problems. . The search space and the dimension of the particles are traditionally determined a priori and fixed throughout the search. However, there are problems that a valid solution takes only a subset of the potential dimensions. The dimension of a solution is defined as the number of components that constitute a complete and feasible solution, and each component assumes the same structure, with either a (set of) discrete number(s), a (set of) continuous number(s), or a (set of) hybrid structure(s).
I. MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [1] has successfully solved various optimization problems [2] . The search space and the dimension of the particles are traditionally determined a priori and fixed throughout the search. However, there are problems that a valid solution takes only a subset of the potential dimensions. The dimension of a solution is defined as the number of components that constitute a complete and feasible solution, and each component assumes the same structure, with either a (set of) discrete number(s), a (set of) continuous number(s), or a (set of) hybrid structure(s).
For instance, Kamath, Ye and Osadciw [3] implemented a binary-headered PSO for aircraft interrogation scheduling, where the interrogations can happen between many pairs of aircrafts and their nearby ground transceivers, but an optimal scheduling is a subset of all potential interrogations to ensure an accurate detection, mitigate the resource allocation collisions and minimize the transmission costs. In this binaryheadered PSO, each particle is constructed with maximal dimension. A binary header associated with each particle differentiates the used parameters from the dummy parameters. The binary-headered PSO isolates the solution dimensions, and it is suitable for problems where the parameters at different dimensions do not affect each other in particle movements. The interactions between different dimensions appear in fitness evaluations.
Another example of the varying-dimensional problem is attribute selection for protein classification by a discrete PSO algorithm proposed by Correa, Freitas and Johnson [4] . In attribute selection, the discrete values are the indices of attributes (up to 443 in this case) and they are unordered. The number of attributes in each particle is initialized randomly to be different, but the dimension of a particle does not change over iterations. Correa et al. propose to modify the discrete values within a particle (the indices of selected attributes) following the probabilities enhanced by the overlap between the current particle and attractors. This procedure works well for unordered attribute selection.
However, in probability density estimation problems, the "attributes" of potential components are continuous, which invalidates the proportional likelihood selection method by Correa, et al. Another difference is that the values of the component parameters are continuous and their magnitudes are ordered. Based on the ordering of the magnitudes, the parameters are connected cross dimensions, and the linkage affects the movements of the particles.
Motivated by the need to select a varying number of components with continuous-valued parameters, varying dimensional particle swarm optimization (VD-PSO) is proposed. In VD-PSO, a particle includes a discrete number of components and each component contains a collection of parameters. The dimensions of the particles are random, and they vary with certain probability during iterations. The parameters in different components are linked based on their values.
VD-PSO also differs from Niching [5] or Stretching [6] based PSO algorithms, which are utilized to solve multi-modal problems. In multi-modal problems, the searching space is still fixed and common to all particles, although there are multiple optimal solutions and the particles may be clustered or directed to search a partial region. The particles in VD-PSO covers a varying subset of the potential solution space (each part is a component), and the fitness evaluation is on the union of the components altogether.
We compare VD-PSO with three other viable algorithms based on PSO to solve the dimension varying problems. The first comparison is with binary-headered PSO, which is proved to be successful in some applications [3] . The second comparison is with exhaustive PSO, which is an intuitive extension of the canonical PSO by trying out all potential dimensions. In each trial, the dimension is fixed. The best result is selected from all the trials. The third comparison is with a straightforward application of discrete PSO on a discrete header to determine how many components exist. We designed exhaustive PSO and discrete-headered PSO as other attempts to solve the varying-dimensional problems. Our simulation indicates that in terms of fitting accuracy, calculation time and memory storage altogether, the three comparison algorithms do not work as well as VD-PSO. Nevertheless, they show interesting properties and should be suitable for certain situations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. VD-PSO is formulated in Section II with dimension varying and parameter updating rules. The experiments on estimating the probability density function of four datasets by Gaussian mixture models are setup in Section III by using the new VD-PSO algorithm compared with three other PSO algorithms. The performance and calculation resources are reported in Section IV with explanations on why the algorithms work or not to work. Section V concludes this paper with future work.
II. VARYING DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
In VD-PSO the definition of particles and the fitness evaluation are straightforward as in other PSO algorithms. The design challenge lies in the dimension-varying and parameterupdating rules. Dimension increment or decrement is determined by a probabilistic scheme, and the attractions of the particles need to be carefully evaluated, especially when the dimension of the particles is different from the dimension of the attractors (the local and global best particles). VD-PSO is versatile and applicable to problems whose components can be numerically ordered, such as the density estimation discussed in this paper and the economic dispatch (ED) problem [7] .
A. VD-PSO Formulation
In this section, the mathematical formulation of VD-PSO is elaborated. An example of the fitting by a mixture model is utilized throughout the paper to facilitate the understanding. Suppose that a dataset is given, and its statistical properties are modeled by a mixture model as
where the data are grouped into bins, and the centers of the bins constitute a vector x. Hist data (x) is the histogram of the data, which conforms to a mixture model with probability density function (PDF), H pdf (x). The mixture model consists of several components. The components are assumed to follow a known distribution, with PDF F (x|v 1,j , · · · , v N,j ), where F is determined by its N parameters, (v 1,j · · · , v N,j ), and j denotes the component index ranging from 1 to M . M is the total number of components. w j is the weight of the jth component, and M j=1 w j = 1. In a Gaussian mixture model, the distribution of the Gaussian components is
for x ∈ (−∞, ∞). All the unknown parameters are included into the particle as follows,
where N = 2 is used for Gaussian mixture models. M dictates the number of the sets of the parameters. The particles can have different M values, and may change their own M during each movement (iteration). There are four basic parts to the VD-PSO algorithm: updating M, updating sets of parameters, fitness evaluation, and attraction of particles. These are described as follows.
1) Updating M : Determined by the physical modeling of the data, the integer number of components, M , is searched within a range, [M min , M max ]. Without any other constraints, M is designed to be increased or decreased by 1 with a certain probability to avoid instability. The probability of the state transition of M is
The value p is a real number probability parameter within the range of [0, 0.5], but preferably it is less than 0.25 so that M has more than half of the chances (1−2p > 0.5|0 < p < 0.25) to stay at its original value to ensure stability. Currently, the probability of increasing is set to be the same as the probability of decreasing, since no favorable evidence supports either.
If there is such an evidence of a favorable operation in an application, the probabilities for an increment or decrement (p 1 or p 2 ) can be set differently as long as
Later, this paper discusses certain component values that may get pruned affecting M . This variation of M is an involuntary transition.
2) Updating the Sets of Parameters: Once the transition of M is determined, the sets of parameters are adjusted. If M is increased by 1, a random set of parameters, within the range of the parameters, is added into the particle. If M is decreased by 1, a decision needs to be made which set of parameters will be discarded.
In density estimation, the components share the same metric and represent the same physical quantities, which enables the comparison of the components in a common sub-space (v 1 , v 2 , w). If a problem with multiple dimensions can be simplified and optimized in its sub-dimensions, then it is a subspace problem and solvable by fixed-dimensional canonical PSO. However, a mixture model fitting problem is not a subspace problem, because there are multiple components interacting with each other at the same time, and the mixture model can not be optimized by its single component. Therefore, VD-PSO differs significantly in concept and mathematical details from a sub-space PSO problem.
In the particles,
The weight is an indicator on how important the component is, and the weight is used to decide which component to delete, if needed.
3) Fitness Evaluation: After the M value and the component parameters are set, the composite mixture distribution is a continuous PDF in Equation (1). Among the data density fitting tests, the Kolmogrov Smirnov test (K-S test) [8] is a powerful goodness-of-fit test. When the data are abundant, the histogram is an efficient representation, and the K-S test is adapted to measure the absolute difference between the fitted model and the empirical distribution without considering the statistical significance.
The summation of the histogram is the number of observations in the dataset. The histogram is normalized by the number of observations to approximate the PDF by
where On the other hand, the theoretical composite PDF, which is a continuous function, is evaluated at the center of each histogram bin with
where P is the particle defined in Equation (3). F (x|v) is the fitted model evaluated at x with distribution parameter vector v, specifically by Equation (2) in Gaussian mixture model. A normalized histogram is equivalent to a mass density function, and the values on the continuous PDF curve must be multiplied by the width of the interval to match up a mass density function as
where Equation 5 ) and H mdf (x|P ) (in Equation 8) as above, the fitness of a particle P is defined as the mean square error between H norm (x) and H mdf (x|P ),
which is minimized. 4) Attraction of Particles: A particle's position is updated by its velocity, and its current velocity is determined by its previous velocity and outside influences. The traditional PSO algorithms update the velocity by
where u t is the velocity of the particle population at time instance t , u t+1 is the velocity of the next step, and w is an inertial constant, less than 1, to retain the information of previous velocity. P t is the current particle's location that needs to be updated. P l,t is the local best particle's location that the current particle has been before, which represents its own cognitive awareness. P g,t is the location of the global best particle, which represents the social influence. c 1 and c 2 are constants. r 1 and r 2 are uniform random numbers. The location of the current particle is updated by
In this paper, the location of the particles do not necessarily reside in the same space as a result of the varying number of dimensions. Thus, the location updating is not as straightforward as in canonical PSO algorithms. An important step is to match up the components. In the mixture model example, all the components share the same subspace, (v 1 , v 2 , w), and thus the components within two different particles can set up a multiple-to-multiple mapping without the need of crossspace projection. The mapping between the components in two particles is determined by the physical meaning of the component parameters. In the mixture model example, the mean parameter, v 1 , indicates the location of the component along the data value axis, and the variance, or shape, parameter, v 2 , indicates the characteristic of that component. Considering that a dataset may contain significant components at different means but with similar variances, v 1 is more discriminative than v 2 as the indicator to set up the mapping.
After the M is updated and hence the components are deleted or expanded, the fitness of all the particles in the population is evaluated. The particles need to be updated by their corresponding attractors. Suppose that there are M p components in the current particle, and there are M a components in the attractor. L = min(M p , M a ) is the number of the mapping links. If there are no less components in the attractor than in the current particle (M p ≤ M a ), then all the components in the current particle will get updated by the attractor. Otherwise, if M p > M a , some components in the current particle (there are M p − M a of them) do not have a matching component to attract to, and they will be updated by inertia only.
The components are associated by the following procedure:
1) Sort the components in the current particle by the importance, or the weight w, in a descending order. 2) Compare the parameter v 1 in the first component in the current particle with the v 1 's in the attractor to select the closest one (supposedly in the a 1 th component in the attractor). Set up the mapping 1 → a 1 . 3) Put a 1 into a map list. Exclude the first component in the current particle and the a 1 th component in the attractor from the comparison for linkage. 4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for another L − 1 times.
The diagram of this updating is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the attractor is a general notation, which can be the global or local best particle.
Based on the mapping between the particle and its attractor, the updating is applied on the corresponding components. The velocity of the current particle is first attenuated from previous velocity by where
is the index of the components that need to be updated. k 1 covers all M p components in the current particle. The time index 0.3 in u t+0. 3,k1 denotes that the updating is not finished yet. The velocity is then updated by the local best particle. The mapping of the components from the current particle, P t , to the local best particle, P l,t , is {k 2 → l k2 }. For each updatable component with index
, where M l is the number of components in the local best particle, the velocity is updated by
The velocity is lastly updated by the global best particle. The mapping of the components from the current particle, P t , to the global best particle, P g,t , is {k 3 → g k3 }. The k 3 's in this social update may not be identical to the k 2 's in the cognitive update,
M g is the number of components in the global best particle), the velocity is updated by
Finally, the locations of current particles are updated by
This final step is identical to the canonical PSO algorithms. The differences between canonical PSO and VD-PSO are in the varying number of components in each update, and the matching of particle components between the particle and attractors.
III. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The components of a mixture model's probability density function (either Gaussian, Weibull, or other distributions) are not orthogonal, and hence the distribution estimation by a mixture model may not be unique nor analytic. The evaluation on the goodness of fitting is based on the fitness defined in section II.
In order to test the robustness and efficiency of our proposed VD-PSO algorithm, we carried out experiments on four datasets. The first two datasets contain three and six equally weighted Gaussian components respectively. The next two datasets contain three and six unequally weighted Gaussian components respectively. The density estimation is implemented on a histogram instead of data points, and the PDFs of the four datasets with known components are converted to histograms by rounding in Figure 2 . 
A. Equally Weighted Known Components
The first dataset with three equally weighted components (M = 3) has the component parameters listed in Table I with weights in the third column. The histogram of it is the leftupper plot in Figure 2 .
The second dataset with six equally weighted components (M = 6) has the component parameters listed in Table II in the third column. The histogram of it is the right-upper plot in Figure 2 . The six components are selected to be close, on purpose, to illustrate that the solution may not be unique nor analytic.
B. Unequally Weighted Known Components
The third dataset with three unequally weighted components (M = 3) has the component parameters listed in Table I with weights in the fourth column. The histogram of it is the leftlower plot in Figure 2 .
The fourth dataset with six unequally weighted components (M = 6) has the component parameters listed in Table II in the fourth column. The histogram of it is the right-lower plot in Figure 2 . 
C. Algorithm Comparison
As a comparison to VD-PSO, the binary-headered PSO, exhaustive PSO, and discrete-headered PSO are implemented. The last two methods are intuitive attempts also proposed by us to solve the varying-dimensional problems.
• In the binary-headered PSO, full-dimensional particles are constructed with maximum number of components (assumed to be 10), and a binary header is included in the particle. Depending on the binary header, only some of the parameters, the ones with 1's in the header, are used in evaluating the fitness. In the binary-headered PSO, extra storage and calculations are spent on the dummy parameters. The dummy parameters may adversely affect the performance because the dummy parameters in an attractor influence the particle's corresponding parameters, which may be active, though the dummy parameters are not involved in the fitness evaluation. Nevertheless, it needs to be pointed out that if the attractor (global optimum or local optimum) has certain digits as 0's in the binary header, the attracted particles tend to have 0's at the same locations, and the effect of the dummy components tends to be small. The binary header is updated by binary PSO as in reference [9] . The velocity of a binary bit X t is u bin , evaluated by Equation (10) . u bin is first transformed by a Sigmoid function as
and the final value of that binary bit, X t , is
where U (·) is a unit step function, r 3 is a uniform random number. A binary-headered PSO implicitly allows different number of components, and a single run completes a trial as in VD-PSO.
• In the exhaustive PSO, canonical PSO is applied to find the best fitting for each feasible number of components (from 2 to 10). After all numbers of components are tried, the fitness values of different number of components are compared, and the minimum of the fitness, together with the corresponding number of components, is recorded. This method is essentially a brute-force searching of component number in several fixed candidate parameter space, and it breaks the linkage between the particles in the evaluations of adjacent number of components.
• A discrete-headered PSO, whose discrete header, dictating the number of components, is updated by the discrete PSO algorithm [10] . A multi-ary discrete PSO algorithm proposed by Veeramachaneni, Osadciw and Kamath [9] is implemented here. The velocity of the discrete header X t is u dis , evaluated by Equation (10) . u dis is first transformed by a Sigmoid function as
and the final value of that discrete number, X t , is
where round(·) is a rounding operator, σ is an adjustable parameter, r 4 is a random number conforming to uniform distribution. If X t+1 falls outside of the extreme values of 0 and M − 1 by the random scheme, it is adjusted to become the corresponding extreme value. A discreteheadered PSO allows different number of components, and a single run completes a trial. The updating of the components follows that same rule as in VD-PSO.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Because of the randomness involved in the algorithms and the non-uniqueness of the density estimation problem, the best results found by PSO in different trials do not repeat. 100 trials are carried out on each dataset by each algorithm. The mean and standard deviation of the fitness values do not change much after about 20 trials as illustrated in Figure 3 , which indicates that the number of trials should be enough. The numerical results are provided in Table III with trials. Another illustration of the variations of the performance is by box plot in Figure 4 . In each trial, the searching stops after 500 iterations. The iteration number is selected based on the converging speed of the algorithms in a few pre-trials.
When the number of components is small, exhaustive PSO reaches an average fitness about half or one third of VD-PSO, but both values are small and the difference may not matter if both are below the density fitting tolerance, which is usually specified by the application. When the number of components is big, VD-PSO works comparably to exhaustive PSO.
It should be pointed out that the performance gain by exhaustive PSO is based on more than 8 times of time and calculations, as illustrated in Table IV . Figure 5 shows the wall-clock time for density estimation on dataset 1. VD-PSO spends the least wall-clock time among all algorithms, almost 12% of the time of the exhaustive PSO. Calculation time is important for real-time systems, and the savings in memory and calculations are crucial for distributed computation systems such as wireless sensor networks.
Meanwhile, in exhaustive PSO, all the potential dimension numbers are tried, and except for the configuration with the minimum fitness, other configurations incur larger fitness and variations as illustrated in Figure 6 . The red circles indicate the correct number of components, yet the selections based on minimum fitness do not always coincide with these. The calculation requirements of VD-PSO, binary-headered PSO or discrete-headered PSO are comparable to a single configuration of exhaustive PSO. If all the configurations of exhaustive PSO were taken into account in the average fitness evaluation, the average fitness would be worse than other algorithms.
It is observed that the fitness values of nearly all algorithms on dataset 1 are worse than on dataset 3, and the fitness values on dataset 2 are worse than on dataset 4. This observation indicates that the difficulty of a density estimation problem is not determined by whether the weighting of the components is equal, but rather by the smoothness of the PDF (please refer to Figure 2) . The performance of all the algorithms illustrate a consistent difficulty metric of the four datasets.
VD-PSO provides a competitive density estimation to exhaustive PSO with savings in calculations and time. VD-PSO also works more favorably than the binary-headered PSO and the discrete-headered PSO on all four datasets. These experiments do not show that binary-headered PSO or discreteheadered PSO would not work well for other applications though. The binary-headered PSO has been applied success- fully in UWB waveform design [11] , etc. The reason that the binary-headered PSO does not work well here may be due to the linkage between the component parameters, and the dummy parameters in the attractor adversely affects the active parameters in a particle.
The comparison between VD-PSO and discrete-headered PSO inspires an interesting observation on how the variation of discrete header affects the solution searching. These two algorithms differ only in the variation of the discrete header. In discrete-headered PSO, the σ used in Equation (19) is first selected as 0.2 [9] , and the variation of the discrete header is more than 80% (in the sense of mean) of the iteration steps of all particles as illustrated in Figure 7 . With such high variation on the number of components, the parameters associated with the components may get cut or re-initialized before they are well tuned. A smaller value of σ is thus tried at 0.002, which corresponds to a very small standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution around m (m ∈ [1, M] ) in the multi-ary discrete PSO. The jumping of one value to another is limited by small σ in step-size, but a small σ does not eliminate the jumping because the random factor is still in effect. When σ = 0.002, the variation of the discrete header concentrates mostly at 1, instead of being more distributed from 1 to 8 when σ = 0.2. Though the step-size of jumping decreases, the variation of the discrete header when σ = 0.002 still happens at more than 60% of the iterations. Above observation illustrates that the discrete PSO is designed to explore the solution space thoroughly, but its high variation makes it unsuitable to act as a dimension indicator. As a comparison, VD-PSO algorithm employs a simple probabilistic scheme to vary the dimension indicator at about 20% of the iterations in the simulation (10% expansion and 10% deletion). The fitness is used to guide the linked update, and the component parameters are able to develop fully and constitute a good solution.
In summary, VD-PSO is designed for varying-dimensional components with continuous-valued parameters, and it is a viable and efficient solution to such optimization.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A new varying-dimensional particle swarm optimization (VD-PSO) algorithm is proposed with a probabilistic dimension variation rule and a linked parameter updating rule. VD-PSO is designed for problems with varying number of components and continuous-valued parameters for each component. The linkage between the components of the current particle and its attractors is determined by association. A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) example is utilized throughout the paper to explain the procedure and the advantages of incorporating the number of components as a parameter to guide the updating of other continuous parameters.
Three other methods, the last two of which are our other attempts to solve the varying dimensional problems, are compared with VD-PSO. The first comparison algorithm is the binary-headered PSO, which constructs the full-size parameters and uses a binary header to indicate the used parameters from the dummy parameters. The second comparison algorithm is the exhaustive PSO, which tries out each potential number of parameters and selects the best result from within. The third comparison algorithm is the discrete-headered PSO, where a discrete number of components is updated by the discrete PSO algorithm. The results of the simulation on the four algorithms in 100 trials show that VD-PSO is competitive in performance to the exhaustive PSO, and it is more efficient than the exhaustive PSO in calculations and time. VD-PSO achieves better fitness than the binary-headered PSO and discrete-headered PSO, and it is also more efficient in storage than the binary-headered PSO.
VD-PSO handles varying dimensions effectively compared to other PSO algorithms as well as other non-PSO solutions, such as expectation maximization (EM), auto-regressive, or spectral estimation. In the density estimation problem by mixture models, if the number of components is known and the components are assumed to be Gaussian, EM algorithm is widely used to estimate the means and variances of the Gaussian mixture components [12] . If the number of components is unknown, searching for the number of components is needed, too [13] . On the other hand, VD-PSO updates the number of components and the corresponding parameters simultaneously. Furthermore, if the components are not Gaussian, then in EM, for each potential distribution, the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters needs to be re-derived altogether based on the new distribution, which is usually a complex procedure. In contrast, in VD-PSO, for each potential distribution, only the corresponding probability density function for the fitness evaluation needs to be changed. This minimum change prevents the theoretical derivation of the estimator for different distributions saving complexity. This paper hopefully begins to hint at the many applications and corresponding PSO approaches that may solve difficult and intractable problems. A study comparing these types of algorithms would be interesting research to follow this paper.
VD-PSO addresses the problem of varying dimensions, and it can be refined by adopting new features such as selecting which attractor to follow. Veeramachaneni, Peram, Mohan and Osadciw [14] incorporate the near neighbor interactions based on fitness. This adds more influence by the application in the search, resulting in faster and more accurate convergence. The distribution matching could be added into the attraction.
In the future, the dimension of a particle can be set to approach the attractors' dimension with care. Another kind of VD-PSO problem, where the linkage between the current particle and its attractor requires a transformation to project onto a common space, will be studied.
